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A:

Hello and a very warm welcome from me here in the garden of England, in
Kent. And I am joined today by Brian Shaw. Hello, Brian!

B:

Hello, there!

A:

So, then Brian, erm, you have got a long story to tell; you have got lots of
documentation erm in front of you. First of all, we are going to ask you: where
were you born and when were you born?

B:

I was born in nineteen-thirty-five (1935) in a place called Ramsgate, which is
on the far end of the Kentish err county, on the coast, facing France.

A:

And what was the exact date of your birth, Brian?

B:

, 1935.

A:

Thank you very much. And you were then conscripted into the army for
National Service, is that right? Yes. Could you tell us the process behind
that?

B:

Erm, yes, we was called up and we were given a medical examination in a
place called Chatham, which was on the top of what was Burtons. We was
put in front of various types of erm so-called doctors and examined to make
sure that we was A1. Then we was awaiting what regiment or what part of the
British you was gonna be put in. My papers arrived eventually, erm, in, erm,
erm, a month before March 1954 to tell me that I was in the Royal Artillery
and I was [to] report at a training camp at Oswestry. And I was there for five
to six weeks and then we was singled out to do individual tasks in the Royal
Artillery; and, in my case, it was to be a driver. And the Driving School was up
at Kinmore Park in Rhyl in Wales. Hmhm. I was taken up there to learn to
drive and, once completed, we were sent down to Woolwich which was the
embarkation centre for all parts of the British Empire, and I was there for four
to five weeks, longer than normal because my posting—I was supposed to go
for a posting in Hong Kong—was put off due to the trouble in the Suez Canal,
so I was sent then to join a regiment in Germany: the [55th], 35th Light Ack Ack
Regiment, and the Search Light Regiment. I point out the searchlight because
it was the very last one. Erm, and, we was sent to Oldenburg, but before we
done that we were sent down to Monchengladbach ‘cause the erection, the
British Headquarters of the Rhine were being built. And, because of the work
going on there, and the fact that it was not properly erm guarded, we were
expected to do four weeks down there, guarding the construction of this
building. From there, we made our way up to Oldenburg, where, which was
my final barracks – erm, which was what I was assigned to, and I spent in
Oldenburg: nineteen … June 1954 to August 1955, and I was stationed there,
and from there, eventually it [was] decided to move our regiment to

Rheindahlen, just outside of Delmenhorst, and I was there until 1958. Err,
eighteenth of March, from 18th March – two years’ National Service.
A:

Thank you very, very much. That is all interesting erm stuff here, Brian. When
you first arrived at the barracks in Oldenburg, what were your first
impressions?

B:

Absolutely marvellous. An absolutely an experience that I still remember to
this day. Erm, we were basically stationed in Britain. All we knew was wooden
huts, which contained up to 34 men. Erm, one combustion stove in the middle
of the room to keep you warm, when and wherever it was decided, it was to
be lit, and conditions were poor: cold; and, eventually, when we landed up in
Oldenburg in Germany, we landed up in ex-German military barracks, which
were double-glazed, which was completely unheard of in this country; and
central heating in every room. And just four men to a room. Absolute
wonderful compared to what the British Forces were experiencing elsewhere
in Britain.

A:

And could you tell us, on a day-to-day basis, Brian, what were your jobs, what
were your roles there on the barracks in Oldenburg?

B:

Erm, I was consigned to be a driver, and my first job was driving what was
called an “Army Champ” C-H-A-M-P, these were a British version of the jeep,
not a jeep, a similar type of vehicle, er made at erm British Leyland in
Birmingham with a Rolls Royce engine in ‘em. A very unreliable vehicle. I
drove one of these for several weeks, and eventually, a job came on the
noticeboard for somebody to work in an office and control a, er, erm, er, a
service called the German Service Organisation. GSO as it was known to us,
which were German civil, erm, ex-servicemen mostly, from the German army
to serve the British army in the way, in the likes of driving and the transport.
They had their own separate erm vehicle depot, down in the town, and they
were consigned each day to our barracks and was given instructions as to
where they was to drive; what they was to pick up; and what they were
supposed to do during the day, and I could not speak a word of German,
which was horrifying, but I learned basic words and I managed eventually, to,
just to be able to be understood, and erm, well, I enjoyed the job; and it was
great. I met quite a lot of welcoming German people. I was welcomed to their
homes; and I got on generally quite well with them, so erm, I had, I kept, I
kept this job right up until I came out. I was promoted because of the authority
I had to give. Erm, we also had an organisation there called the PO, which
was the er, erm Polish, er, erm, er organisation. These were refugees from
Poland, and there, we employed them to do so similar jobs to the Ger…
GSO.

A:

You spoke earlier on in our conversation, Brian, about a particular individual
with whom you worked quite closely, who taught you a bit of German, and
also welcomed you into his erm home, and an instance at the hospital. Could
you just give us a bit of background with regards to the army at the hospital
and that interesting confrontation that you had in the vehicle?

B:

Yes. Yes, I was, erm, we had a hospital in Oldenburg; it belonged to the
Germans basically, but we had priority at the hospital for erm treatment for err
injured servicemen, erm, and consequences they, we, we supplied the x-ray
machinery and a lot of the technical stuff because the Germans had lost a lot
of the stuff and they just didn’t have it, so we used to have it installed in the
hospital on the condition that we was allowed to be treated there. And one of

the first of the consignments I got was one of these GSO men: he could
speak no English and I could speak no German; and we was to go to the
hospital and pick up one of our serviceman that was due to come out, and
bring him back to the barracks, but when we got there we had to pick supplies
and he didn’t seem to realise we’d got to stop and wait for this individual
solider. He kept wanting to move and couldn’t understand why I kept saying
“no” and grabbing hold of the steering wheel and stopped him from moving
away from the hospital. So, we tried every way to communicate, and, in the
end, I tried to get a Ger … German nurse to communicate with him, but that
didn’t work, so in the end I laid on the ground in front of a lorry and I think
eventually he got the idea I didn’t want him to move. Laughter. And we struck
up a friendship from that, there onwards, and we found it hilarious for years
afterwards that this simple thing happened that we, we, we, could, you know,
it was quite funny in the end. So, he decided to learn to teach me English
[corrected by the speaker later to: German] at home with his family about two or three
times per week, and I would teach him what English I knew, which worked
very well. And, we, his his, knowledge of English become better and my
knowledge of German, just got me through, to be able to tell these GSO men
their duties each day when they reported to me. I mean, there was quite a big
contingent of GSO men, I would say, around 30 or 40 men at least.
A:

What about other Germans serving on the barracks, so you had the GSO,
erm, who were helping you? Yeah, yeah.

B:

We had all the staff at our NAAFI were German, so that was cooks,
manageress, er, young ladies at work who served, err, at, at the canteen.
And, of course, meals there were more popular there compared to what the
army meals were: the rations, we could have fish and chips and eggs an, at a
very reasonable price, so we used to spend all our evening there eating
English food. And erm, the, err there was a huge contingent of tailors that
worked down in the cellars for all our uniform alterations. We had a laundry,
which was run by the Germans. And we had, erm, err, we had old cleaning
staff used to come in. We had a large cleaning staff that used to come into
the gate early hours of the morning and clean certain divisions of the, of the
barracks. And, on the whole, I think many, many Germans were employed on
the barracks, on the premises for different things or different reasons.

A:

With the GSO, Brian, was the GSO there up until the point that you left and
beyond. Do you know the history of the, the GSO, erm, after you left, in 1956,
wasn’t it?

B:

Yes, I left in 1956 and there were still working for us in different capacities;
erm and I can only assume that they must have packed up when starting
abolishing National Service, which would be about 1958. So, I would imagine
that their numbers greatly decreased because many of the barracks we
occupied were being handed over to the new German army. Whether they
worked for them or not, I really don’t know, but I would imagine that a lot of
them lost their job because erm I met up with one of the chaps that was in it,
and met up when he moved to the New Forest; and, from that, I assume, they
lost their job. OK.

A:

With the, the GSO and the PO, you said they had to report to, err, for duty.
Did they actually live on the barracks themselves or did they live outside?

B:

No, they lived in their own accommodation in the town. Hmhm. Erm, they just
reported for duty at their, erm, err vehicle depot. And the vehicle depot used

to instruct to come to the barracks; they went into the barracks and I would
automatically give them duties of where to drive and where to go.
A:

OK, we have a picture here (Fig. 1), which we will put on the, on the
transcript, of the Donnerschwee barracks and here we have a bus in the
centre of the picture, Brian. Could you just explain to us, what the bus was
for?

B:

Yes, this picture shows army vehicles, which we had, what we call er, er MOT
section, which is where all our vehicles were kept. Erm, each day, they was
placed outside; and soldiers were given duties each day to keep them clean
and in good order and well maintained. In the distance is a bus, a German
bus, this was one of two which was used to transport married families and
occasional soldiers, as they chose to use it, from the barracks down to the
town centre because the town centre housed a large NAAFI [Navy, Army and Air
Force Institute] which supplied everyday merchandise to the married families
stationed just on the outside of the barracks.

A:

So, you say that the married families themselves weren’t actually living on the
barracks.

B:

No, they weren’t living on the barracks. They was living in their own married,
er, er, em – we called them – “married pads”. But they was assigned to the
married quarters, which were built just outside the barracks, most of them
quite new buildings which were erected to, to simply to house them.

A:

How many people, would you say, sort of erm British nationals serving in
Oldenburg, how many of them would have, would actually have families
because the majority of them would be National Service men, surely?

B:

Er, no, erm actually, they were people, that (a) had agreed to sign on and
taken promotion, or long-term soldiers that came with the regiment when we
originally occupied it, who were already married and had marri… children,
such like, so they had the commitment of having families, so they were
brought out to Germany to occupy these buildings.

A:

OK. Erm, let’s look at the different regiments because we have spoken about
organisations, the German organisations, erm, the GSO and the PO, erm
actually working with the British army, but what other regiments, what was the
regimental make-up of the entire barracks themselves, Brian?

B:

Yeah, the regimental makeup of the barracks: we had the Royal Artillery
Band, the only one in Germany. There were several in Britain, but we had the
Royal erm, the Military Band. We had the Royal Signals, who done the
communications for the royal artillery. Err, and we had the REME, the Royal
Engineers, who maintained all our lorries and all our guns. And we had, erm,
one other regiment, the 44th Heavy ACK ACK Regiments besides our own,
which was the 35th Light ACK ACK Regiment, and erm that was basically the
whole makeup. Oh, and, of course, we had, like Dental and Royal Education
Corps, but these only consisted of usually about one man, erm because there
was special occupations in the forces.

A:

Erm, Brian, let’s turn now a little to erm the life of the regiment actually on the
barracks. We have a, another document that looks at err the ceremonial
parades that you did. Did you actually take part in that parade; and, if so,
what was your role?

B:

I was on parade, just, actually on the day, to take main salute because we
hand… we changed over from manually operated guns to automatic…, well,
not automatically, but erm power-driven guns, err which were much faster
and acted much quicker. So, the old guns were phrased out, but because we
don’t carry erm banners or signs or flags; the gun is our flag, so we had a
parade to welcome our new guns and the parting of our old ones.

A:

And we have here a document, which, which I have just found, The
Ceremonial Parade held on the 30th March 1954 and this here was to mark
the handing in of the guns of the regiment.

B:

That’s correct, yes. Hm.

A:

What sort of other memories do you have of actually parading there, err,
Brian?

B:

There was various, there was always various parades, erm, it was just to
keep discipline in the Forces many of them. Erm, I remember marching to the
band there, two or three occasions. Erm, it was to keep up smart; and it was
more or less a drill, erm; it’s more … it is more or less to keep up drilled; and
to keep up familiar with er, erm, all the familiarity that goes with being on
parade; and gun drill, and one thing and another, you know, and marching up
and down, belt turning, saluting, and all this sort of thing.

A:

Turning now to erm what you did outside of regimental army life on the
barracks and erm your free time during your time there in Oldenburg. Can
you remember the kinds of things what you would do to entertain yourself,
Brian?

B:

Yes, there was quite a bit of entertainment, we, we had, erm one of the
theatres, a German theatre, where British erm entertainment would come
over from time to time, about once or twice a year, not too often. And, it would
keep us in touch with the old country. And we’d have people like Norton
Wayne, and a dance troop would come over, and it would be open to all the
military personnel that was in Oldenburg, And, we used to have a cinema
down the bottom end of the town, just known as the “Kino”. And there is
where we, oh, we went to visit all our films and the latest news, Pathe News;
and we had quite a, a good, erm – how can we say? – athletic, err time: we
used to play German groups of football, err, rugby, well, they didn’t so much
really play rugby, but, they did, we did enjoy a game of hockey with us and
some similar games that was familiar with themselves. And, in the winter, we
used to have a sports centre where we could draw ice skate skis from, ice
skis from. And erm, the canal or parts of the canal used to freeze solid in the
winter. And all the Germans would turn up and with all the familiarity with hot
dogs, and all this sort of the things, and we join in and skate for several hours
on the, on the frozen canal.

A:

Let’s, erm, look specifically at that time at the theatre, Brian. You said, it kept
you in touch with what was going on, erm, back at home. Could you elaborate
a bit more on this in terms of what erm the purpose erm, of having erm this
entertainment would have been in your eyes?

B:

Yeah, well, it was basically to keep morale up and going because to be fair,
we, we, we lost touch with society back home, erm, simply because we, we
didn’t have, like, we couldn’t go to a theatre that was British; we, we, we

missed all that sort of stuff. I mean, we couldn’t compare it to television
because television was quite a new thing at the time. But erm it was, it was all
round variety entertainment. And, one I was familiar with in, in civil life
because we used to go and visit lots of famous erm, err shows in, in – like for
instance, a lot of the lads lived in Birmingham, used to go and see all the big
shows there. And erm, it just give us a good feeling, and you used to be held
somewhere around Christmas and, and erm similar sort of holidays to that.
And it used to be exciting because we used to have the regular dancing girls,
which used to fascinate the lads ‘cause it is nice to see the girls’ legs and
dancing, and what the soldiers would have liked, and it had a variety of
entertainment, and erm, it was a feel good factor virtually.
A:

And, erm, from cinema or from the theatre, I should say, to the cinema:
talking about the processes by which you would have gone through in order
to get into that cinema room. How did you erm pay for the tickets, for
example?

B:

Err, we paid for the tickets in a military-type of currency we called B, A,
double F S (B-A-F-F-S), and these consisted of a one-penny note; believe it
or not, it still had value in them days; a three-penny note, a, a, a twent-, er, er,
a fift-, and ten shilling note, a one-pound note, and so on. And these were
very flimsy, sort of well-worn crumbled pieces of paper. Erm, sometimes there
were, you couldn’t read what was on them, but you just went by the colour of
them, but these were used by the soldiers for purchasing stuff in the NAAFI
[Navy, Army and Air Force Institute] and anything that was on British-occupied or
British-used entertainment and likewise: postage to send home, things to
mother, letters, so they, they, these BAFFS were used for this purpose. But
we were offered the German mark, which was eight, eight marks to a pound.
And these could also be purchased on pay day or given in pay or as pay, err,
but we tended not to use them much because apart from going down buying
souvenirs and er a pint of lager in the local pubs, they didn’t have much use
… the mark did not have much use on the, on the barracks themselves.
Hmhm

A:

Once you paid for these tickets, erm, these tickets for entry into the cinema,
then, Brian, and you went into the cinema, could you just explain to erm the
people listening what exactly you would be watching at the cinema because
you said earlier that it wasn’t necessarily just one film?

B:

No, we, we had the erm, er, er the, the privilege of having normally two films,
like that was generally enjoy back in England at the cinema: we used to have
a main feature film and then er, er a smaller, shorter film, and then we used to
have the Pathe News in between, so that we could see what was going on
around the world, back in England, and er, so we had a full entertainment in
the cinema, which was quite good. But we weren’t allowed to smoke in the
cinemas, which was unheard of back in England, because everybody smoked
in cinemas in them days. We found that a bit hard because our cigarettes was
a shilling for twenty, which nowadays would be around five p (pence) for
twenty cigarettes. Alarming, I know.

A:

Ah (laughter). Brian, you said that you couldn’t smoke in the cinema, so how
can people understand this: so, this is British-occupied erm territory; yet, back
err in Britain, people aren’t allowed to smoke, but on British-occupied territory
in Germany, you weren’t?

B:

No, no, it was, it was banned. This, this went over the whole Germany, so this
practice of not smoking in cinemas was, erm was, was done throughout
Germany, civilian or likewise. Em, far more ahead of what we were. We didn’t
bring it in until several years later.

A:

Hmhm. Good. Let’s erm focus now on the aspect of sport. Did you partake in
any sports yourself?

B:

Yes, I used to do so a bit of cross-country running, not a lot, which was erm
usually requiring you to run, just outside of the barracks, cross large tracks of
farmland on the outside the barracks, but this was purely voluntary, and erm,
but most of our erm exercise was done, because we had er, er, er, er,
physical training core, who used to keep us well erm, exercised in various
things, with keeping us fit, which was the most important thing in the British
Army, of course.

A:

With regards to welfare, we’ve erm had a chat earlier on today about the
different organisations that looked after soldiers like yourself: British national
service personnel, many of whom would have been away from home at the
first time or for the first time, erm, other than the NAAFI (Navy, Army and Air Force
Institute): were there any other organisations that helped yourself and any
others like you out?

B:

Yes, we had the YMCA, which was placed in all strategic towns had
considerable amount of soldiers. I can remember visiting one in err
Düsseldorf, one in Cologne, and we also had one also in Oldenburg, which I
didn’t tend to use very much, but we had erm the WVS, which usually we had
one or two of them on the barracks site. They used to run err evening
entertainment, like they used to have the snooker hall, run the snooker hall,
and various things like that. Erm, there was other Christian erm err societies,
established in the towns, erm, but I just can’t remember the name of them
now because too distant for me. But I know that there was more than one.

A:

Erm, you mentioned also, Brian, that you listened to radio. Could you give the
listeners a bit of an insight into your experiences radio listening on the
barracks?

B:

Yes, we had erm American Forces Network (AFN) which was stationed up in
Bremerhaven. Erm, we had a very good signal from that. And we had the
British Forces Network, which already seemed remote and very poor quality,
so we preferred the American one, and erm they used to play a considerable
amount of Country and Western music, which I wasn’t overly anxious about,
but we did used to get a lot of erm, err jazz music and Ted Heath music,
things like that, big band. Erm, that used to be played continuously on the
programmes of an evening. And erm, as I say, I can remember Ken
Macintosh, erm, erm Ted Heath. And erm, several, several, now too many to
mention, big bands.

A:

Now, you are in your eighties, Brian. But you have had some contact with
people who served err on the barracks in Donnerschwee. Can you give our
listeners some of the names that you remember, erm, who would have
served with, and people who you have had contact with?

B:

Yes, I made contact, erm, in the last five or six years, leaving it a bit late in
life, with one, several, well, one or two of the lads who served in the same
barracks as myself. One held a high-ranking job with the, erm, Scottish, er

Royal British Legion, erm un … Michael McKeown. Unfortunately, he died
about three or four years ago: tragic accident. He was run over on a bike on a
bus. A physically fit man, and very non compos mentus for his age. And, we
had, I had, erm several friends of Birmingham, which, unfortunately, I lost two
of three of them. I have still got one to visit. Unfortunately, he wasn’t with me
in my barracks, but he was in our regiment when we moved to Delmenhorst. I
met up with one last year in Wales, erm, who was in Oldenburg from
beginning to end, and erm, err, I’ve – over the – oh, and I have got one down
in Shoreham, who was a clerk in the army at Oldenburg, very keen hockey
player. I am still in touch with him on a regular basis. And we lost one
sergeant that I knew, only just before Christmas, who, erm, emigrated to
Canada, and died just before Christmas unfortunately.
A:

All of these conversations, erm, Brian, sixty years plus on, what are your
feelings of the actual project in Oldenburg itself, of rescuing what was a
British-conceived err cinema and trying to bring it back to public life?

B:

Oh, I am overjoyed at the fact that this could be possible. I never dreamt in
my wildest that anybody could revive these forms of entertainment, erm, erm.
I am over-pleased. I am also over-pleased at the fact that the barracks I was
stationed in—as many of them have disappeared under the bulldozer—that
they are still in occupation as private housing. And I’m, I’m very proud of that
and I’m, I’m very excited at the fact that they are being found use in this day
and age.

A:

Erm, that’s it for today, erm, with me today, Brian Shaw. Thank you very, very
much, Brian.

B:

Thank you. Thank you for listening.

Photographic material from Brian Shaw

Fig 1. Vehicles parked up outside garages, including the CHAMP truck, used by the British Army and German
Services Organisation (GSO) for transporting people and materials

Fig 2. Salute of the guns parade at Donnerschwee barracks in 1955

Fig. 3. Picture of the 35 Light Artillery Regiment, taken at the Donnerschwee barracks, Oldenburg, 1955

Fig. 4. Brian Shaw in battle dress, 1955

Fig. 5. A good friend of Brian Shaw, Ronald
Griffiths († 2017) originally from Bilston in the
Black Country in full battle dress uniform on main
gate duty in 1955

Fig. 6. Birmingham friend of Brian Shaw outside
Donnerschwee barracks, 1955

Fig. 7. Soldiers of the regiment reading a newspaper
outside Donnerschwee barracks, Oldenburg, 1955

Fig. 8. Picture of parade ground at Donnerschwee barracks with hockey net in the
centre

Fig. 9. Stamp on the reverse of many developed
photos: Photo Scheelje in the Donnerschwee-Str.

Fig. 10. Picture sent to Brian Shaw of the Donnerschwee site with what appears to be the newly built Globe
cinema within its five upper windows in the background on the right-hand side.

Fig. 11. Picture sent to Brian Shaw of the Globe Cinema on the Donnerschwee site in Oldenburg, probably one of
the oldest images of the Globe, taken in wintertime with the snow-covered ground.

